Improved dilution accuracy reduces waste and minimizes chemical use. Using 3M™ Chemical Management Solutions can help contribute to LEED certification.

3M™ Flow Control Wall Mount and Portable Dispensing Systems

Featuring unique flow control technology, the 3M™ Flow Control Wall Mount System delivers accurate cleaning solutions directly into your containers, minimizing worker interaction with chemicals. The reusable, 3M™ Flow Control Portable Dispensing System is designed for durability, comfort and the same accuracy as the wall dispenser.

So whether you’re cleaning a hospital, classroom, office building or retail space, you know you’re getting the right amount of chemicals to do the job right.

Right amount of solution. Right amount of clean.
With an accurate chemical control system, facility managers can maximize product usage, budget, safety and surface longevity.

3M™ Flow Control Wall Mount System
- At least 55% more accurate dilution
- 17–49% more compact, while holding up to four half-gallon bottles
- Simple dispensing dial improves safety and productivity
- 3-point locking system limits chemical exposure and helps prevent theft
- Compatible with 25 different 3M™ Cleaning Concentrates
- 3M Flow Control concentrate bottles are made with 25% post-consumer recycled content and are BPA-free
- Compact size measurements: 12.25”w x 22.5”h x 6.3”d

3M™ Flow Control Portable Dispensing System
- Improved flexibility, convenience and staff productivity
- Designed for half-gallon bottles of 3M™ Cleaning Concentrates
- Foaming adapter sold separately

For more information, contact your sales rep or visit 3M.com/flowcontrol.

1. The 3M™ Flow Control System (FCS) is 55% more accurate on average at diluting chemical concentrates than the nearest competitive system when used under laboratory conditions at water pressures ranging from 20 to 120 psi.
2. The 3M™ Flow Control System is 17–49% smaller in cabinet size volume than the four competitive four-bottle dispenser systems tested.